
 

 

Window Garden with PennyTURTLE Hexagon Flowers 
Project by Greta Holmstrom 
 
Decorate your indoor windows with a low-maintenance garden. This garden includes Air Plants, dried 
decorative eggshells, and flowers woven with the PennyTURTLE loom. 
 

 
 



 

 

Equipment 
1" PennyTURTLE Loom; 5" weaving needle; size C-2/2.75 mm crochet hook or a 2.75 mm locker hook, 
tapestry needle.  
 
Airplants – You can find these at your local nursery or order online. Airplants are easy and fun to keep, 
and are perfect for this style of garden 
 
Craft Eggs – I raise and produce a variety of eggs for sale at www.ardorweaving.com or you can blow 
your own poultry and/or gamebird eggs and dry them for use. 
 
Wire Coil Plant Stands with Suction Cups – For example:  
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07MPWJSP4/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o07_s00?ie=UTF8&p
sc=1 
 
Yarn for each flower 
9 yards of flower petal color – sock yarn or similar fingering weight yarn 
6 yards of leaf color – sock yarn or similar fingering weight yarn 
1 yard of flower center color – sock yarn or similar fingering weight yarn 
 
Steps 
 

1. Decide what colors you want to use for each flower. Some ideas: 

 

2. Following the TURTLE Loom directions, weave the hexagons. Don’t weave-in the ends. 



 

 

3. Create three stacks of hexagons. Each stack should have three hexagons of the flower petal 
color on the top and one hexagon of the leaf color on the bottom. Leave the remaining four 
hexagons aside.  

4. Individually weave-in the ends of all the stacked hexagons except the top flower petal hexagons 
and the bottom leaf hexagons. Weave-in only the side-end of the top flower petal hexagons and 
bottom leaf hexagons.  

5. Re-stack the hexagons in the order above.  

6. Use the top end of the top flower petal hexagons to make several stitches through each stack 
around the top of the hexagons to secure the stack. Weave in the end to secure. 

7. Place the three stacks together at their sides with the top leaf tail ends together at the middle. 
Use the top leaf tail ends hexagons to connect one angled side of each hexagon to the other. 
You will need to hold them in place. 

8. For the flower center – weave-in one of the tail ends. Then sew the other end through each of 
the points of the hexagon and pull it into a ball. Sew this ball though the joined flower out to the 
bottom of the connected leaves. Weave in to secure. 

9. For the remaining outer leaves - using the tails, stitch the bottom three leaf hexagons together. 
Continuing to the tails, secure the bottom leaves to the flower as shown below with these leaf 
hexagons off-set from the other hexagons. Weave in the ends.   Note that this image shows the 
bottom three hexagons in green, with the upper leaf layer in yellow for distinction. 

 



 

 

10. Weave-in any remaining tails.  

11. Assemble your window garden using the suction cup plant stands, along with Air Plants, 
decorative egg shells, and your woven flowers. If you are using live Air Plants, care for them 
regularly. Enjoy! 

 
 
Connect with me at www.ardorweaving.com or https://instagram.com/ardorweaving 

Email comments or questions to gholmstrom@yahoo.com 
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